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w h a T  a r e  T h e  
T h r e e  w e e k s ?

“The Three weeks” refers to the 
21 days between the fast days of 
Tammuz 17 and av 9 – the saddest
period in the Jewish year.

This period is officially called “bein

ha’mitzarim”—“between the straits (or

distresses),” days that are between the

abovementioned two days of misfortune

and distress. This name is based on the

verse in eicha (lamentations): all her 

pursuers overtook her between the dire

straits (eicha 1:3).

Throughout our history this period has

been marked with tragedies and suffering.

These three weeks commemorate the 

destruction of both holy Temples in

Jerusalem, the first Temple 2432 years

ago, the second one 1942 years ago.

Within the Three Weeks themselves, the

sadness intensifies during the last nine

days of this period, as we enter the month

of av and concluding on the ninth of av

(Tisha b’av) – the saddest day in the 

Jewish calendar, when both temples were

actually destroyed.

1312 BCE Israelites send 12 spies to scout out the Land of Israel and decide that entry is 
too dangerous. As a result of this decision, which showed a lack of trust in G-d, 
they are doomed to wander in the wilderness for 40 years.

422 BCE Walls of Jerusalem breached by Babylonians and First Temple destroyed 
by Nebuchadnezzar.

68 CE Jerusalem conquered by the Romans and the Second Temple destroyed by Titus. 
2.5 million Jews are killed and another 1 million are exiled from the Land of Israel.

133 CE Jewish revolt against the Romans led by Bar Kochba mercilessly crushed at Beitar. 

1096 Crusades launched in which half the Jews of Europe (and all the Jews of Jerusalem)
are brutally murdered.

1290 Jews expelled from England.

1492 Jews of Spain given an ultimatum by the Inquisition—leave, convert, or die.

1914 World War I, the prelude to the Holocaust, begins.

1942 Deportations to Treblinka death camp ordered from the Warsaw Ghetto.

1994 Jewish community center bombed in Buenos Aires with 86 killed and 300 wounded.

Tragic evenTs in Jewish hisTorY which Took place during The

Three weeks beTween 17Th of Tammuz and 9Th of av (partial list only)
Year
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Tammuz 17
mishne Taanit 26a-b:

five things happened to our ancestors 

on the 17th of Tammuz: 

1) The tablets were broken by moses  

upon seeing the golden calf

2)  The continuous daily offering in   

the Temple ceased, because there 

weren’t any cattle left in Jerusalem

3) The city walls of Jerusalem were   

breached by the romans after a 

lengthy siege

4)  apustumus burned the Torah

5)  a graven idol was placed in the 

sanctuary by menashe

(see page 13 for psychologically 
relevant applications of these events)

aV 9, Tisha b’aV
five things happened to our ancestors 

on the 9th of av: 

1)  it was decreed that our parents    

would not enter the land of israel

2)  The first Temple was destroyed 

3)  The second Temple was destroyed

4)  beitar was conquered by the 

romans

5) The city of Jerusalem was plowed 

by the romans

(see page 16 for psychologically 
relevant applications of these events)

1
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3

4

5
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4
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is This Period a “bad Time?”

With all these negative events occurring in

the three weeks, the obvious question

arises: is this a “doomed” time? Why did so

many bad things happen during this 

period? can we do anything about it? do

we have control over our destinies during

the three weeks?

The answer to these questions and the

overall significance and relevance of the

“Three Weeks” can be appreciated by 

taking a deeper look at the Jewish view on

the nature of time.

The energy of Time

Time is a spiral flow of energy that annu-

ally repeats its orbit. it progresses not like

a river from past to future in linear fash-

ion, but like a spiral that winds around, cy-

cling the events of history, drawing their

energy ever upwards – and returning every

year on that day to the same energy point

(on a different axis) of the original event.

events in history are actually forms of en-

ergy – experiences that we relive when we

reach the same point in time each year.

a holiday or any other period marked in

the hebrew calendar is thus not simply a

day when we commemorate events hap-

pened in the past on this day. rather, we

are actually reliving on this day the exact

energy that manifests on this day, year

after year, going back to the beginning of

time. for example: your birthday is not

simply remembering the day that you were

born years ago; the energy that flowed on

this day repeats itself every year on the
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same day. and through your focus and ac-

tions on this day you can tap into the spe-

cial energy of this day, as it replays itself

(in a deeper fashion) year after year.

The annual cycle/spiral of time – encom-

passes the entire spectrum of energy and

life experience (year, shono in hebrew,

means cycle and change, suggesting that

the year includes all possible changes,

which repeat in an annual cycle) – includ-

ing all the ups and downs, highs and lows

and twists and turns of life.

The year therefore contains both “high”

and “low” levels of energy: The month of

adar, for instance, is a time

of joy and celebration. by

contrast, the month of av,

is a sad period. as the Tal-

mud declares: “Just as

when av arrives decrease

joy, so too when adar ar-

rives increase joy.” strange

statement: Why equate the

two periods in time? even

if the Talmud wanted to

make both statements, it

could have simply said:

“When av arrives decrease

in joy; when adar arrives

increase in joy”?!

The Talmud is telling us that time is a

cycle. av and adar are not just two unre-

lated, diametrically opposed, periods in

time: one filled with sorrow, the other with

joy. They are like the trough and crest of

one wave: Just as av brings on a decrease in

joy, so too adar brings on an increase in

joy.

The Three Weeks is therefore not a time of

“doom.” rather it is part of the complete

cycle of life, which includes the “low

points” as well as the “high points.” The

key thing to remember is that during this

time of the year we learn to navigate the

more challenging and difficult moments of

our lives, and learn to see them as part of

a greater picture.

WhaT is The naTure of The Three

WeeKs’ negaTiVe energy?

but what exactly is the nature of this neg-

ative energy? how does it impact us and

what can we do about it?

The answer to all these

questions brings us back to

the destruction of the two

holy Temples, which we

commemorate during this

three week period. Why

would we still be grieving

over a structure destroyed

thousands of years ago?

The Temple was not a mere

piece of real estate. it was a

window between heaven

and earth. The Temple

bridged spirit and matter. Thus its 

destruction was not just an isolated his-

torical event, but one whose effects are

still reverberating today. as long as tension 

remains between the physical and the spir-

itual, we are experiencing the loss of the

Temple. Which is why our sages tell us that

“a generation that does not rebuild the

Cont’d

The key thing to 

remember is that 

during this time of 

the year we learn to

navigate the more 

challenging and 

difficult moments of

our lives, and learn to

see them as part of a 

greater picture.
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temple is considered as if it destroyed it.”

We now can understand the “negative” 

energy reflected in the Three Weeks and

why so many negative events took place

during this period: Time is not linear but

spiral. events that happen in a particular

time of year are related to the energy flow

of that respective time. and that energy

flow repeats itself each year as the cycle 

returns to that point in

time. The negative 

energy that manifested

when the Temple was

first destroyed repeats 

itself each year during

this period in time. in

other words: historical

events are merely outer

manifestations of invisi-

ble forces that are always

at work behind the scenes. 

our grief for the destruction of the Temple

includes all areas in life that cause us 

anguish.

The Three Weeks: a Time of concealment

The mystics explain these three weeks as a

time of intense “concealment” of the 

divine presence, with the objective of us

uncovering a deeper light within this dark-

ness. in personal terms this concealment

manifests in different forms of dissonance

in our lives. Who among us does not have

a conflict between our home and work, 

between our personal and professional

lives, between our own ideals and moral

standards and the need to conform to the

demands of the marketplace? We all have

to face the tension between our hearts and

our minds, between our desires and our

disciplines, between our bodies and our

souls?

all these dichotomies are an expression of

the schism that takes place during the

“three weeks,” when the Temple was 

destroyed, closing the window between

heaven and earth, 

between the divine

and the mundane.

yet, in a mysterious

way, this dissonance

can lead us to 

discover deeper

truths amidst the

ashes.

When challenged by

intense darkness, we

are compelled to dig deeper. These “three

weeks” are therefore an appropriate time

for embarking on a profound search of the

hidden divine which lies embedded in our

lives, even as it may appear dormant.

swimming the Wave-cycles of Time

Therein lays a profound lesson in life, and

a universal lesson at that. The hebrew 

calendar reflects the true rhythm of life.

life is not comprised of particles but of

waves. like the waves of the sea, life con-

sists of cycles, with troughs and crests,

some of which may be extreme.

a good swimmer recognizes the dynamic

nature of water, and adjusts accordingly.

our grief for the 
destruction of the 

Temple includes all 
areas in life that cause 

us anguish.

Cont’d
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in contrast to a static plateau,

which one can navigate with-

out fluctuation, the waves of

water require constant vigi-

lance to negotiate the cycles.

When a strong wave hits, a

proficient swimmer will not

resist or fight the wave, but

“go with the flow” and allow

the cresting wave to carry

him. any attempt to ignore or

fight the wave will quickly 

deplete the swimmer’s energy,

with the risk of drowning the

swimmer. in the case of a 

severe stormy sea, the need to

surrender to the flow of the

waves is only amplified.

on the other hand, when the

waves are relatively calm, the

swimmer uses his energy as a

catalyst for forward thrust.

interestingly, when negotiated

properly, both stages, whether

it be stormy waves or calm

ones, are forms of energy that

are all part of the swimming

cycle. indeed, a powerful wave

that cannot be fought can be

tapped in a powerful way, as

long as you ride it and don’t

try to resist.

The wave-cycle of time too

consists of crests and troughs.

The hebrew calendar is a sort

of travel guide through time

that helps us align ourselves

to the inner rhythms of life’s

cycles.

during the Three Weeks we

have the opportunity to 

discover a new perspective on

all the painful experiences of

our lives – the energy of 

destruction, loss and mourn-

ing – and learn how to channel

and transform them into joy

and happiness. as the prophet

says: “these days will be trans-

formed into joy and gladness

and holidays” (zechariah

8:19).

in this 21-day period of “bein

ha’mitzarim” we come to

terms with the ruins of broken

homes, broken marriages, 

broken dreams, and learn to

draw comfort and consolation

from others and from g-d.

These “three weeks” give birth

to the “seven weeks of conso-

lation” that follow. The month

of av is therefore called men-

achem av – the consoler of

(the sadness of) av.

g

The birth of moshiach

on the day that the holy
Temple was destroyed, a
Jew was plowing his field
when his cow suddenly
called out. an arab was
passing by and heard the
lowing of the cow. said the
arab to the Jew: "son of
Judah! unyoke your cow,
free the stake of your plow,
for your holy Temple has
now been destroyed." 

The cow then lowed a 
second time. said the arab
to the Jew: "son of Judah!
yoke your cow, reset the
stake of your plow, for the
redeemer has now been
born...."

said rabbi bon: "do we
need to learn this from an
arab? The Torah itself says
so. The verse predicts, "and
the lebanon shall be felled
by the mighty one." and
what is written in the very
next verse? "There shall
come forth a shoot from
the stem of yishai." 

as the Temple ruins lay
smoldering, the process of
rebuilding was already 
underway. moshiach, the 
divine emissary empowered
to bring redemption to the
world and the eternal sanc-
tuary to Jerusalem, was
born on the ninth of av. –
yerushalmi berochos 2:4.
midrash eicha rabba 1:51. 

because moshiach (whose
name is menachem) was
born on Tisha b’av we: 

1) bless the new moon
Tisha b’av at night (Pri etz
chaim, shaar chag
hashavupot ch.1). 

2) say nachem in Tisha
b’av’s mincha service 
( shaar hakavanot), inyan
Tisha b’av).
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a  P a n o r a m a  u n f o l d i n g

born. moshiach is born on

Tisha b’av afternoon, as the

raging fires were consuming

the Temple, and this gives

birth to our new year. The

greatest joy originates in the

heart of darkness. redemp-

tion is conceived from the

ashes of destruction.

in the deepest darkness lies

the strongest light. however,

from our limited perspective

we can only see one dimen-

sion at a time: either we see

dark or we see light. some-

one with deep eyesight and

strong focus can see the light

within the dark.

during the “three weeks” we

need to look at this period in

time not in a vacuum, but in

context – as part of a bigger

picture, which began with

preceding events as well as

those that followed – the

story of exodus, the giving of

the  Torah, the golden calf,

moses’ breaking the tablets,

his return to sinai to plead

for forgiveness, his evoking

divine compassion during

elul, his success on yom 

Kippur.

I
ndeed, the entire purpose

of the Three Weeks and

the destruction of the

Temple is to reach greater

heights. as the midrash

states: in the month of the

“lion” (the mazal of the

month of av) the “lion” (the

holy Temple in Jerusalem)

was destroyed by the “lion”

(nebuchadnezzar of baby-

lon), on condition that in the

“lion” (av) the “lion” (the

Temple) will be rebuilt by the

“lion” (g-d).

“aryeh” (lion in hebrew) –

the mazal of av – is the

acronym of elul, rosh

hashana, yom Kippur,

hoshana rabba. The new

year is conceived in the

month of av. av gives birth

to the success of moses’

prayers beginning in elul

(when moses ascends sinai

for the third and final time),

through rosh hashana, 

finally prevailing on yom

Kippur, and consummated

and celebrated on hoshana

rabbah.

in the throes of the Temple’s

destruction, the salvation is

The deepest love

“When the pagans entered
the holy Temple, they saw
the cherubs cleaving to
each other” (yuma 54b). 

Very bizarre: The embrac-
ing cherubs reflected a time
of profound love between
g-d and the Jewish people,
while at a time of estrange-
ment between g-d and the
Jews the cherubs would be
back to back (yuma 54a.
see bava basra 99a). how
then do we explain that the
cherubs were cleaving to
each other when the 
pagans entered to destroy
the Temple – a time when
g-d was clearly alienated
from his people?! explains
the maggid of mezrich
(cited in bnei yisachar, av):
The sages rule that a man
ought to consort with his
wife prior to leaving home
on a journey (yevomos
62b). before his long jour-
ney away from home, g-d
expressed his intimacy with
his spouse (the Jewish 
people). Prior to the onset
of the long exile, right at
the moment of destruction,
the cherubs embraced one
final time, demonstrating
that a new relationship and
new level of intimacy was
beginning to develop. 

– maamar ba’laylah ha’hu,
Purim 5744 chapter 5

f

Transforming darkness into light
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Birth of Nation 

of Israel.

Freedom from 

bondage in

Egypt 

Encounter with

G-d at Mt.

Sinai.

Moses 

ascends 

mountain 

to receive

complete

Torah

Day of 

destruction 

in the history

of the Jewish

people

G-d 

grants 

forgiveness

Festival of

Booths

Birthday of

the world;

celebration of

the day that

the world

was created

“Joy 

of Torah” 

Passover
Nissan 15

Shavuot
Sivan 6 Tammuz 17 Tisha B’Av Elul

Rosh 
Hashana

Yom 
Kippur Sukkot

Simchat 

Torah

Israelites build 

Golden Calf. 

Moses shatters

the tablets of the

Ten 

Commandments 

and ascends the

mountain for a

second time,

this time to ask  

forgiveness

T
his cycle encompasses half the

year, and its energy repeats it-

self every year at this time. We

see it in the energy of destruction and

loss in the three weeks between 17th of

Tammuz and 9th of av, which in turn

birth the energy of consolation and love

of the months of elul; the energy of re-

newal and forgiveness of rosh hashana

and yom Kippur; and the energy of joy

and unity at sukkot and simchat Torah.

Three

Weeks of

Affliction

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
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Cont’d

R l a w s  a n d  C u s T o m s R

Three WeeKs

during the three weeks between 17

Tammuz and 9 av, we are in a mourn-

ing period. To honor the “sad” and

“low” energy level of this period, we 

refrain from the following:

• make weddings.

• Play musical instruments or listen to

music. 

• do anything that would require the

shehecheyanu blessing. for example:

don a new garment or  have a first taste

of a seasonal fruit. 

• Take a haircut or shave.

• on the 17th of Tammuz we fast 

from pre-dawn till nightfall.

nine days

once the month of av begins we enter

a  more intense  state of mourning

known as the nine days. These first

nine days of the month of av (and half

of the tenth) are days of mourning for

the two JewishTemples in Jerusalem

that were destroyed during this time.

during this time, we do not do the 

following:

• launder clothing.

• eat meat or poultry or drink wine

(excluding shabbat and celebrations of

a mitzvah, such as a bris, bar mitzvah,

completion of a tractate of Talmud

etc.).

• bathe for pleasure or swim.

• remodel or expand homes.

• Plant trees to be used for shade 

or fragrance (as opposed to fruit trees).

• buy, sew, weave, or knit new clothing.

• cut nails during the actual week of

the fast of Tishah b'av (starting from

the saturday night beforehand).

• There is no law forbidding traveling

during the nine days; however it is 

customary to refrain from traveling (or

engaging in any potentially perilous 

activity) during these days unless it is

absolutely necessary. 

• "When the month of av begins, we 

reduce our joy".

• The entire month of av is 

considered a time of “bad luck” for Jews

so if you are having a court case or

something of that sort it is best not to

have it during av (or at least not until

after the ninth of av).

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
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Tisha b’aV

Tisha b’av is a major fast day. since

we are mourning the destruction of

the holy Temples we adopt many of

the laws and customs of shivah. We

don’t:

• eat or drink beginning at sunset on

the eve of Tishah b'av until nightfall

the next day (adults over bar/bat

mitzvah age).

• Wear leather footwear. 

• sit on a normal-height chair. after

midday of Tishah b’av it is permitted

to sit on a regular chair. 

• bathe or wash oneself, even with

cold water. a person who has 

become soiled may rinse the 

affected area with cold water. 

• apply ointment, lotions or creams

(aside for medicinal creams). 

• engage in any physical acts of 

intimacy. 

• greet another with the customary

“hello” or “how are you doing?” 

• engage in any pleasurable 

activities, such as outings or trips.

• study Torah, because “the com-

mandments of the lord are 

upright, causing the heart to 

rejoice”. it is however permitted –

and encouraged – to study 

sections of the Torah which 

discuss the tragedies which befell the

Jewish people throughout our his-

tory. This prohibition begins at mid-

day of the day before Tisha b’av.

• immediately before the fast begins

we eat the “separation meal.” at the

conclusion of this meal, we eat a piece

of bread dipped in ashes and an egg –

symbols of mourning. (if Tisha b'av

falls on a sunday, then this meal does

not contain any symbols of mourn-

ing.)

• The curtain is removed from the

ark, and the lights in the synagogue

are dimmed. after the evening

prayers, eichah (the book of lamen-

tations) is read. The leader reads

aloud and the congregation reads

along.

• When ritually washing the hands in

the morning, the water should be

poured over the entire fingers only

up until the knuckles.

• Tallit and Tefillin are not worn dur-

ing the morning services. instead, we

wear them for minchah.

• Tachanun is not recited. The Torah

is read during shacharit, followed by

a haftorah.

• after shacharit, it is customary to

read the Kinnot (Tisha b’av elegies). 

• The Torah and a haftorah is read

again (different sections) during min-

cha. The sections of “nachem” and

“aneinu” are added to the amidah of

the mincha prayer. aneinu is only re-

cited by one who is actually fasting.

• The Kiddush levanah is recited

after Tisha b'av. 
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A
ll these demonstrations of

mourning and grieving elements

during these sad days are not

meant to depress and cause us anguish.

We honor the destruction of the Tem-

ples and the other losses that occurred

in this period in order to demonstrate

our sensitivity and not ignore the mag-

nitude and the consequences of the de-

struction. indeed, by recognizing these

tragic events as the root of our “bro-

ken” world, we can begin to heal from

our wounds. awareness if half the cure

of an illness.

but above all, as discussed earlier, the

purpose of the “three weeks” and the

“nine days” is to use these days as cata-

lysts that will give birth to an even

greater celebration and redemption,

preparing us for the time that “these

days will be transformed into joy and

gladness and holidays.” i will turn their

mourning into joy and will comfort

them and make them rejoice from their

sorrow" (Jeremiah 31:12). We thus have

to use every possible opportunity – 

allowed to us by Jewish law during this

period – to diminish the sadness with

permitted celebrations, and add in joy

and gladness.

in this spirit, here are the rebbe’s 

directives and suggestions for the Three

Weeks and the nine days:

• study the laws of building the 

Temple, in the book ezekiel, the trac-

tate midos and the rambam. by

studying these laws we will merit to

actually build the Third Temple

(Tanchuma leviticus 14).

• complete a tractate of Talmud

each day of the nine days so as to

bring whatever joy is allowed into

these days. 

• add in Torah study and charity,

fulfilling the prophecy: “zion shall

be redeemed by law (Torah) and her 

captives by charity” (isaiah 1:27).

• increase in all acts of uncondi-

tional love – ahavas yisroel – which

conteracts the baseless hatred (sinas

chinam) that causes the Temple’s

destruction.

T h e  r e b b e ’ s  d i r e C T i v e s :
Transforming These days into Joyous ones

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

When g-d told the prophet ezekiel to instruct the
then exiled Jewish people about the measure-
ments and design of the Thirsd holy Temple,
ezekiel replied: “ master of the world, why are
you telling me to go and tell israel the form of
the house; they are now in exile in the land of our
enemies—is there anything they can do about it?
let them be until they return from the exile.
Then, i will go and inform them."

g-d answered: "should the construction of my
house be ignored because my children are in
exile? The study of the design of the holy Temple
as detailed in the Torah can be equated to its ac-
tual construction. go tell them to study the form
of the holy Temple. as a reward for their study
and their occupation with it, i will consider it as
if they actually built the holy Temple." 

–- Tanchuma leviticus 14
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The Torah chapters read

during the Three Weeks

“consider and reflect

upon an astonishing thing:

everything happens in its

time for the good. The

[Torah] portions which we

always read during the

Three Weeks, matos, mas-

sei and devorim, discuss

the victory of israel over

the nations and the divi-

sion of the [Promised]

land – the diametric op-

posite of the terrible

events that happened 

during this time [the de-

struction of the Temple].

sometimes we also read

Pinchas during this period,

which discusses all the 

holidays… related to the

fact that in the future

“these days will be trans-

formed into joy and glad-

ness and holidays” 

– shaloh mesechta Taanit

“When av arrives decrease
– the negative energy of   
av through – joy” 

– The munkatcher rav
(minchas elozor). 

how can he turn around
the literal meaning of the
statement, which specifi-
cally directs us to decrease
joy? in Jewish thought,
based on faith in g-d, even
a decrease in joy is not an
end in itself, but part of a
larger picture. in that con-
text, even the decrease in
joy in the month of av is
only a decrease on an os-
tensible level; within the 
sadness lays a deep joy –
the joy of the light at the
end of the tunnel, that our
mourning today is a yearn-
ing that will lead us to the
rebuilding of the Temple.
how do we reveal that joy?
by acting joyously (in ways
that are halachakly/legally 
permitted) during the
month of av.

f

f
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The roots of Trauma

Thousands of years have passed. Why are
we still mourning the destruction of a…
building?! What did the holy temple carry
that would cause millions of people to con-
tinue grieving over its loss, and praying for
its restoration?

The answer is that the Temple wasn’t a
mere structure of bricks and mortar. it was
a window – a literal gate – between heaven
and earth. “build me a sanctuary,” g-d
says, “and i will rest among you.”

There are those that see the symptoms of
pain; and there are those that look for its
roots. by remembering and mourning the
destruction of the Temples, we get to the
root of all our troubles.

That root being: The dichotomy between
our inner spirits and our outer lives. The
Temple was a gate that bridged the two. its
destruction reflected – and exposed – the
duality of our lives.

should we ignore the destruction of the
Temple and continue to live our lives obliv-
ious of the destruction, we then would be
forced to always suffer its symptoms, never
getting to the cause. by acknowledging the
root of all our problems – personal, psy-
chological, interpersonal, national and his-
torical – in this time period of “The Three
Weeks”, we make our first step toward
complete healing.

The mishne therefore tells us that five
tragic events happened both on the 17th
of Tammuz and the 9th of av. These five
events are actually a breakdown of the
roots of all trauma and pain:

17Th of Tammuz

1. The tablets were broken

This offers us insights into the dual nature
of all things that “break” in our lives. a
broken thing is not a positive experience.
yet, when something breaks it is a warning
that there is an underlying problem that
needs repair.

The breaking of the tablets was not the
cause of the problems, it was the effect.
These tablets represented g-d giving his
essence to the people. Just as the sacred
words of the Ten commandments were 
engraved on these tablets, so too g-d 
engraved himself into our very beings. by
building the golden calf and worshipping a
false g-d, the people “broke” this essential
connection. moses was simply demonstrat-
ing this spiritual break by physically break-
ing the tablets.

and in doing so, moses brilliantly and sub-
tly revealed the “cure”: The first step to
healing and growth is humbly recognizing
that you are broken, then you will look for
ways to repair yourself. “nothing is as com-

Cont’d
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plete as a broken heart,” says the rebbe
yosef yitzchak. 

This is why the broken tablets lay side by
side with the complete ones in the holy ark
in the Temple. They carry a positive mes-
sage: a reminder that there is a break in
our lives, and for something to be truly
complete we must also feel how we are bro-
ken. not a demoralizing feeling of being
broken, but an uplifting one that motivates
us to heal, grow and become greater than
before. 

The first root of trauma is
when we break away from
our inherent innocence,
when we betray our inner
selves and wander away
from our inherent connec-
tion to our divine image. 

being aware of this fact
helps us find our way back.

The first event of 17th of
Tammuz wakes us up to the
fact that there is something
broken, and that we have
the power to fix it.

2. The continuous [daily offering in the
Temple] ceased

The constants in our lives are those eter-
nal experiences that are there for us even
when all else is lost. once a constant has
ceased, the end is near.

There were many activities and services in
the Temple. but the most enduring one
was the “tomid,” the daily offering that
was brought each day of the year, includ-
ing shabbat, holidays, even yom Kippur,
without fail. once the enemy caused this

constant to cease, the Temple’s fate was
sealed.

We all go through many fluctuations in our
lives. ups and downs. but never allow a bad
mood to stop your good habits, the things
that you do without fail.

consistency is a very powerful force that
creates true and enduring change in the
world. Witness all the greatest innovators:
Persistence was the ultimate key to their
success. absolute belief in your cause and

the determined commit-
ment to make it happen.

from time to time we need
a jolting new experience to
ignite our spirits; but the
key to success is always
what happens the day
after the inspiration: can
you maintain it?

3. The city [walls] were
breached

The wall around a city is
only a wall, but it protects

the precious city. our skin consists of outer
layers that are not nearly as life sustaining
as our vital organs, yet they are the key to
protecting our insides from infection, g-d
forbid.

We build many walls in our lives to protect
ourselves and our loved ones. Walls include
small things we do for our beloved that
may not be the essence of our relationship,
but they express by far the deepest dimen-
sion of our relationship. True love is 
expressed not in the things that you are 
required or asked to do; not even in the
things that your beloved alludes that you

from time to time we

need a jolting new 

experience to ignite

our spirits; but the 

key to success is 

always what happens

the day after the 

inspiration: can 

you maintain it?

Cont’d
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do; but in the things that you do out of
your sheer desire to please your beloved,
the “optional walls” you build that sur-
round and protect the vital aspects of the
relationship. 

Walls also include special care we take to
ensure that our weak and blind spots not
get the better of us. When you are partic-
ularly prone, say, to bouts of anger, you
have to build extra “walls” – be extra care-
ful, employ additional meas-
ures to prevent this part of
you to burst out of control.
each of us has areas of weak-
ness where we need protective
“walls” and boundaries. never
allow those walls to be
breached. 

This is another root of
trauma: breached walls. and
the cure: To fortify the walls
in your life.

4. apustumus burned 
the Torah

burning someone’s books is a desecration
often equal to burning the person himself.
by burning his valuable books, you are in
effect burning his passions, his beliefs, his
very identity.

if this is true with many books, how much
more so with the Torah – the divine blue-
print of life. Torah was often the target of
those that could not stand the absolute de-
votion Jews showed to their Torah. indeed,
many a Jew risked his own life to save a
Torah scroll from being burned in a
torched synagogue. Why? because Torah
was not seen merely as a book; it is “our
life and our sustenance,” one with life it-

self. if you burn my Torah, you are in ef-
fect burning my past and my future. The
Torah is my enduring link to generations
past, who passed it on to me, and to gen-
erations to come.

understanding the root problem helps us
uncover its cure: hold on strong to the
book. ensure that you dedicate time to
study Torah, recognize its relevance to
your life and apply it. strengthen your con-

nection to its eternal
power. This is why we 
intensify Torah study
during the Three Weeks,
as the prophet says:
“zion will be redeemed
with law [Torah] and its
captives with charity.”

5. a graven image [idol]
was placed in the 
sanctuary

a true enemy always
likes to strike at the
heart of his adversary in

order to humiliate and demoralize him.
Placing a “tzelem” – a foreign image – in
the sanctuary was the ultimate insult and
humiliation.

each of us has a very pure place in our
heart and soul. it is the most beautiful spot
in your life. cherish and protect it. never
allow anything to desecrate it. because
after everything is said and done, this place
is the key to your redemption.

The last and final of the five roots of
trauma is desecration of your most inti-
mate and precious side. ensure that your
inner sanctuary always remains clean and
pure of “foreign gods.” 

hold on strong to 

the book. ensure that

you dedicate time 

to study Torah, 

recognize its 

relevance to your 

life and apply it.

strengthen your 

connection to its 

eternal power. 
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9Th of aV

had we learned our lessons from these
events and healed them in a timely fashion,
we would not have needed a Tisha b’av and
its five tragedies. had, for instance, the
Jews not built the golden calf, moses would
then not have broken the Tablets, and all
of history would have changed. There no
doubt would not have been the sin of the
scouts that led to the decree that the peo-
ple not enter israel, and
there would not have been
the destruction of the Tem-
ple (see Talmud, eruvin
54a).

since we did not entirely
root out the five traumas of
the 17th of Tammuz, we
now have to dig deeper and
uncover even more funda-
mental roots, which are in-
grained in the events of Tisha b’av. hence,
following the five events of the 17th of
Tammuz, the mishne continues and lists
the five for the 9th of av:

1. it was decreed that our parents would
not enter the land [of israel].

on the 29th of Tammuz moses sent out
scouts to survey israel in preparation of its
conquest. 40 days later, on Tisha b’av, they
return with their terrible report, declaring
that we are too weak to conquer the land;
israel is a “land that consumes its inhabi-
tants. The scouts incite and demoralize the
entire nation, and that night of Tisha b’av
becomes a night of tears and grief (“The
entire community rose in uproar and begin
to cry; the people wept that night” – num-

bers 14:1). g-d then said to them: “you
wept (that night) for no reason; i will des-
ignate (that night as) a weeping for gener-
ations…” (Talmud, Taanit 29a). Tisha b’av
becomes the night and day when both
Temples are destroyed, beitar is 
vanquished and Jerusalem is plowed.
[other tragedies as well occurred on this
day: The final date for the spanish expul-
sion of the Jews in 1492. The beginning of
World War i. and other events].

clearly, the decree of not entering the
land was a major event that
led to all the other escalating
tragedies of Tisha b’av.

What is the essence of this
event? The scouts basically
contended that we cannot
possibly integrate spiritual-
ity into a materialistic land.
The sheer nature of materi-
alism, they argued, is too

corrupt, too selfish, to be receptive to any-
thing sublime. not only can we not con-
quer it, but this land is one “that consumes
its inhabitants.”

now, their argument was not only sensible
but realistic. is there someone that would
deny the fact that the market place, and in
general the materialistic universe, 
conquers us all? Who has not been hum-
bled by the forces of life, who has not been
compromised by the pressures of survival,
who has not conformed to the demands of
the marketplace – who is not “for sale”?

but, there’s one problem. it is g-d that sent
us here and charged us with the mission
not only not to succumb, but to transform
the physical universe. as “practical” as the
scouts were, they basically defied the very

“you wept (that night)

for no reason; i will 

designate (that night 

as) a weeping for 

generations…” 

(Talmud, Taanit 29a)
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essence of g-d’s mission to us human be-
ings on earth: “i have sent your soul to the
material on a mission,” g-d in effect is
telling us. “That mission is for you to take
your physical corner of the universe – your
time, space and experiences – and trans-
form it into a vehicle, a channel for the 
divine.” our mission, in brief, is: To inte-
grate spirit and matter.

no man, no person has the
right to question the possi-
bility whether we can 
accomplish the mission;
our role is to figure out
how to do it, but not to
challenge the very premise.
because once we do, we
essentially are giving up on
life. yes, life undoubtedly is
difficult; we live in a cruel
universe. much pain and
misery. many reasons to
give up. but we were simul-
taneously given all the necessary tools to
change the world, and not be overcome by
it.

The scouts then proceeded to arouse all
the fears and insecurities of the entire na-
tion, and they ended up weeping all night.

g-d does not punish; g-d responds. The uni-
verse is one of cause and effect. “you – the
people – don’t want to enter the Promised
land. you don’t believe all my promises to
you and your ancestors. you are overcome
by fear – that demonstrates that you are
unable, and don’t deserve, to enter the
Promised land.”

“it is you own weakness and fears that
projects and does not allow you to enter
and conquer the land. as a result, this fear

– this weeping for no reason – will cause
you to weep for generations on this night
of Tisha b’av.”

once someone decides (g-d forbid) that he
or she cannot fulfill their life mission, that
s/he cannot integrate matter and spirit,
that person in effect creates an inevitable
dichotomy within themselves and the
world around them – a dichotomy of soul

and body, matter and
spirit, a split between the
sacred and the secular.

and this brings on the
decree that this person

cannot enter the Prom-
ised land, i.e. cannot real-
ize his/her dreams and
aspirations.

and this results in all the
other effects of Tisha
b’av, the next four events,
which all reflect a 
progressive break down of

the structures around us that cannot 
survive once matter and spirit have been
torn asunder. can anything survive if its
body and soul are not aligned? can you
have true inner happiness if you are afraid
of your mission, if you do not have seam-
lessness between your spiritual and 
material sides?

This awareness allows us the ability to
begin to heal and mend our internal and
external dichotomies and schisms.

2. The first Temple was destroyed

now that the first root has exposed the
breach between matter and spirit, this rift
begins to expand.

When we stop 

recognizing that we 

have a higher reality 

to answer to, a power

greater than ourselves,

we inevitably become

consumed with our 

own selfish needs. 
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its first casualty is the destruction of the
first Temple. as some of our holy books
write that had moses entered the Promised
land, the Temple he would have built
would never have been destroyed (see
megaleh amukot 185. alsheich, ohr
hachaim at the beginning of this
Vaetchanan’s Torah portion).

The Temple was a bridge between heaven
and earth, between the spiritual and the
material. The first Temple, which corre-
sponded to abraham (chesed), was a bridge
that primarily brought heaven down to
earth. While the second
Temple (corresponding to
isaac, gevurah) primarily
lifted earth to heaven. The
first Temple is compared to
the first Tablets – the work
of tzaddikim, who draw the
light downward. The second
Temple is like the second
Tablets – the work of baalei
teshuvah, who initiate and
raise that which is below up-
ward.

The first Temple was 
destroyed primarily because of sins 
between man and g-d.

in the split between heaven and earth, the
first step is when we get disconnected from
g-d. When we stop recognizing that we
have a higher reality to answer to, a power
greater than ourselves, we inevitably 
become consumed with our own selfish
needs. once the people lost sight of their
divine mission, the inevitable result was
the compromise and ultimate destruction
of the first Temple – the bridge between
the people on earth with heaven.

3. The second Temple was destroyed

as the effects of the schism between 
matter and spirit continue to deteriorate,
the next effect it has is on our relationship
with each other.

if you are not at peace with yourself, if
your body and soul are not in harmony,
you will not be at peace with other people.

The destruction of the second Temple was
because of baseless hatred between people.
and this destruction is deeper and more
powerful than that of the first Temple. 
g-d can forgive people’s crimes against g-d,

hence the destruction of
the first Temple lasted
only 70 years. but once
it reaches a point of divi-
siveness, that we begin
to hate each other, that
causes a destruction that
we don’t see an end to
(see Talmud yoma ibid),
one that has already
lasted 1942 years…

and make no mistake
about it. a person 

cannot have a relationship with g-d if they
don’t love other people. because if you love
g-d then you love that which g-d loves –
and g-d loves his creatures.

This is the lesson from the third tragedy of
Tisha b’av, the destruction of the second
Temple: The destructive force of baseless
hatred – which is a direct result from a
split within ourselves (a form of “self-
hate”); and its antidote is only baseless
love.

a person cannot have a

relationship with g-d if

they don’t love other

people. because if you

love g-d then you love

that which g-d loves –

and g-d loves his 

creatures.
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4. beitar was conquered

beitar was the last fortress to hold out
against the romans during the bar Kochba
revolt in the year 135. beitar was a great
city that had tens of thousands of Jews, and
it had a great leader that was considered
moshiach by all the leaders of the time.
When beitar fell to the romans and all its
residents were killed, it was considered as
tragic as the destruction of the Temple
itself (rambam, hilchot Taanit 5:3).

as long as beitar stood,
there was still a remnant of
hope that the Temple’s de-
struction could be reversed.
once it fell, 67 years after
the destruction of the sec-
ond Temple, it sealed the
fate of the people and the
destruction became an irre-
versible finality.

in the psycho-spiritual realm the fall of
beitar represents the next decline in the
progressive break down resulting from the
matter/spirit dichotomy. beitar symbolizes
the “last stronghold” within us that still al-
lows us hope.

even after you may have lost your inno-
cence and allowed your life to become com-
partmentalized, split between your body
and your soul, between your physical life
and your spiritual one, there always 
remains at least one “bastion,” which al-
lows you to make your “final stand.” The
fall of beitar is the shattering of last hopes
and our last reserve of strength.

[in Kabbalistic terminology: The first 
Temple is binah, the second Temple is
malchut and beitar is the level of division
that takes place in the worlds of biy”a

(beriyah, yetzirah, asiyah). The two 
Temples are both levels within the unity of
atzilut, with the first Temple being a reve-
lation from above and the second one a
revelation below. but beitar is already a
stage after the destruction of the unity 
between heaven and earth, a stage where
divisiveness exists; yet it is a remaining 
bastion that still carries the energy of the
earlier unity (see ohr haTorah lech lecho
(vol. 1) 83b. shir hashirim p. 357)].

What this means for us is
that we must never, ever
allow our last “strong-
hold” to fall. Whatever it
takes we must hold on to
hope, and not allow our
past disappointments, no
matter how profound, to
dictate our future.

5. The city [Jerusalem] was plowed

The final breakdown is when the romans
(three years after the fall of beitar) plowed
the city of Jerusalem, completely leveling
everything in the city. This was the ulti-
mate humiliation: Total annihilation of any
memory, and remnant of the greatness
that once stood there.

The most sacred place on earth, the spot
from where adam was created, noah
brought his offering, abraham brought
isaac, Jacob had his famous dream, the
place that King david designated and King
solomon built the Temple – the holy of
holies and the center of the universe – the
area that till today remains the center for
billions of people. What did the romans
do? They plowed it down to oblivion, as if
to say that nothing ever existed here. as

Whatever it takes we

must hold on to hope,

and not allow our past

disappointments, no

matter how profound, 

to dictate our future.
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long as the ruins can be seen, there is still
a memory of the past; but plowing is final-
ity, a total and absolute obliteration.

in earlier stages, even if there is a 
dichotomy between body and soul, you still
can identify yourself, albeit a split identity,
but some form of recognition. Then there
comes a stage when your “identity” and
‘self” gets plowed to the point of absolute
erasure of who you thought you were. This
is the lowest point a person can reach,
when you feel that your 
entire identity has been 
annihilated. all sense of self
has been lost.

That’s the bad news; the
good news is that therein
lays the cure as well. some-
times one needs to hit
“rock bottom” in order to
recognize that his/her life is not working
and requires change.

What is fascinating about this level of de-
struction is that the mishne uses the word
“plow,” evidently based on the verse in
micha “zion will be plowed under like a
field” (3:12).

on one hand the plowing of the city was a
tragedy of enormous proportions, espe-
cially considering the intentions of the 
romans. on the other hand, plowing is a
vital step in the regeneration and the new
growth that would emerge from this very
ground.

Plowing implies removing from our lives
the “weeds” and “rocks,” the negative 
elements of our personalities that impede
our own growth. Plowing includes 
completely leveling a negative past so that
you can begin anew, and build something 

better and greater. Plowing means swal-
lowing false pride, eliminating obstacles –
clearing the ground, so that a new struc-
ture can be built upon it.

The laugh

rabbi akiva laughed when the others sages
cried upon seeing a fox running out of the
place which was once the holy of holies
(Talmud, end of makot). The other sages

only saw the plowed land,
leaving a barren and 
desolate area, with noth-
ing apparent. rabbi akiva
with his special eyes saw
the growth that would
come out of the plowing.
as he told his colleagues:

“for that very reason, i
am laughing. isaiah the

Prophet said (8:2), 'i will bring two reliable
witnesses regarding my People, uriah the
Priest and zechariah ben yevarech’yahu.’
now what do uriah and zecharya have to
do with each other? uriah prophesied in
the time of the first Temple, and zechariah
in the time of the second Temple! but the
verse in isaiah makes zechariah’s prophecy
dependent on uriah’s. in uriah's case, it is
written, ‘Therefore, because of you, zion
will be plowed under like a field.' in
zechariah we find (8:4-5), ‘yet again, 
elderly men and elderly women will sit in
the streets of Jerusalem…(and the streets
of the city will be full of children, playing in
her streets).’ until i saw the fulfillment of
uriah's prophecy, i had some doubt as to
whether zechariah’s prophecy would come
true. now that i have seen uriah's

five roots of trauma –
five sources of growth,
with the final one plow-
ing the ground to allow
for the emergence of a

new world.
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prophecy fulfilled in full detail, i know that
zechariah’s prophecy will also be fulfilled.’”

hearing that, rabbi akiva's colleagues said
to him, ‘akiva, you have comforted us.
akiva, you have comforted us.’

five roots of trauma – five sources of
growth, with the final one plowing the
ground to allow for the emergence of a
new world.

and we have rabbi akiva – and some others
in history – to remind and comfort us that
something lies beneath the plowed earth.

What we want now is not just comfort, but
to see it with our own eyes.

* * *

This is all about us; but we do have one 
request to g-d:

for thousands of years a nation has been
mourning because of these ten events. We
have not forgotten. We have searched for
and found the roots of so many of life’s
problems. We have brought civilization to
this world. We have demonstrated the
power of faith and hope, even under most
severe circumstances.

how much longer do we need to cry during
these Three Weeks?

how

need to

much

do
during

we
longer

Three
weeks?

Cry
these
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T
he Kabbalah teaches

that the Three Weeks

manifest the conceal-

ment of the three intellectual

faculties (chochma, binah,

daat). The following seven

Weeks express the revelation

of the intellect of atik yomin

(lit. “ancient days,” referring

to the higher dimension of

Ketter, the crown – the high-

est divine revelation) in the

seven emotions. and the Two

Weeks of return is the eleva-

tion of malchut achieved

through the two levels of

teshuvah (“higher teshuvah:

and “lower teshuvah”) that el-

evates from biy”a (beriah, yet-

zirah, asiyah). This is followed

by yom Kippur, when the sec-

ond Tablets were given, the

revelation of the intellect of

atik yomin into biy”a. fol-

lowed by  shemini atzeret and

simchat Torah, when the rev-

elation of yom Kippur is re-

vealed in great joy.

if you had problems under-

standing the last paragraph,

don’t be forlorn; most of us

have the same difficulty. That

is why we need chassidus to

The Purpose of fasting

The prophet isaiah de-
scribes a fast day as “a day
of goodwill before g-d.” in
other words, the negative
aspects of the fast day—the
mourning, the recollection
of our failings, the depriva-
tion of the body—are not
what define its essence. at
its core, the fast day is a
wholly positive phenome-
non: a day of opportunity
for man to bring himself
closer to his creator.

Why then the need to deny
ourselves food and drink on
such a day? only because
the material aspects of life
tend to erect barriers be-
tween ourselves and g-d.

T h r e e w e e k s o f P a i n ,
s e v e n o f C o m f o r T

&  
T w o o f r e T u r n

These weeks offer us a psycho-spiritual 
system how to heal, grow and rebuild 

our lives.

summary of a discourse written by the great chassid
reb hillel of Paritch (1795-1864) in which he

explains the deeper significance of the “three weeks

of rebuke, seven of consolation, two of return”

Cont’d Cont’d
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We must therefore lessen
our involvement with the
material—to the extent of
forswearing some of our
body’s most basic needs—
thereby freeing our soul to
take advantage of the “day
of goodwill before g-d”
without hindrance and 
obstruction from our phys-
ical selves.

This explains why in the era
of moshiach the fast days
will be “transformed into
days of gladness and joy...
festival days.” in the per-
fect world of moshiach, the
physical creation will no
longer obscure the face of
its creator; on the con-
trary, it will equal, and even
surpass, the spiritual as an
expression of the all-perva-
siveness of the divine truth.
so there will be no need to
suppress the physical self in
order to actualize the posi-
tive essence of the fast
days. rather, these will be
festivals, on which the
body’s joy and pleasure will
contribute to the deepen-
ing of the bond between 
g-d and man.

f

loneliness

The book of lamentations,
traditionally recited on
Tisha b’av eve, opens with
these words: aichah yoshva
bodad, “Woe, she sits
alone.” The destruction of
the Temple created a cos-

explain the cryptic language of

Kabbalah. reb hillel explains it

with an analogy of a teacher

and student (which is the clas-

sical and best example to ex-

plain the relationship between

the divine and the mundane).

The conventional transmission

of knowledge from teacher to

student is a seamless process.

it does not require a special

effort. however, when the

teacher (out of

his deep love to

the student)

wants to convey

an entirely new

concept – one

that is beyond

anything yet re-

vealed – he needs

to collect his

thoughts, return

into the deepest

recesses of his mind until he is

ready to being transmitting

the new concept.

during the process of reflec-

tion, the teacher will suspend

his transmission to the 

student, while he gathers his

thoughts. The deeper he goes

into his own mind, the more

he immerses into the new 

concept, the deeper will be his

silence.

from the student’s perspec-

tive this silence can be per-

ceived as a disconnection. he

can even think that the

teacher has abandoned him.

in truth what is happening is

that the teacher is connecting

ever more with the student.

his silence actually reflects a

deeper bond with the student;

this silence is giving birth to

an unprecedented new con-

cept that will afterwards be

conveyed to the student.

reb hillel ex-

plains, that

the Three

Weeks reflect

a cosmic si-

lence that

progresses

from week to

week. The

Three Weeks

begin with

the 17th of

Tammuz, the day when moses

broke the Two Tablets when

he saw that the people had

built the golden calf, 40 days

after he received the Tablets

with the Ten commandments

at sinai.

on the surface, the broken

Tablets are a tragic event and

the 17th of Tammuz is the 

beginning of the saddest time

of the year. yet, following that

day moses returned to sinai to

Cont’d
Cont’d

his silence actually 

reflects a deeper bond

with the student; this 

silence is giving birth 

to an unprecedented 

new concept that will 

afterwards be conveyed

to the student.
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The mysterious sin 

When the prophet Jeremiah
prophesied that the sins of
israel would bring about
the destruction of the holy
Temple and their exile to
babylonia, he also predicted
the duration of their pun-
ishment: “so said g-d: after
seventy years in babylonia,
i shall remember you. i
shall fulfill my good word
to you, to bring you back to
this place.” but when the
second Temple was de-
stroyed 420 years after
their return from babylo-
nia, and the Jewish people
were again driven from
their land, no pre-set limit
was given for their exile.

mic loneliness, a personal
loneliness. of all the
tragedies , the first one the
prophet bemoans is not the
destruction, not the
killings, not the expulsion,
not the exile – but the lone-
liness. because all suffering
could be endured if we felt
we were not alone in our
pain. The sense of loneli-
ness and isolation makes
the suffering unbearable.

Kabbalistically speaking:
sefer yetzirah, the book of
formation states that the
sefirot are “ten but not
nine.” The ninth of av im-
plies an incomplete and
lonely state (ten minus
one) -- missing that elusive
number one.

f

beseech g-d to forgive the peo-

ple. his efforts would take 80

days, but at the end of that

period moses would prevail

and return on yom Kippur

with the second set of Tablets.

The second Tablets are in

many ways far greater than

the first. They revealed an en-

tirely new ‘concept’ and intro-

duced an

unprecedented new

energy into exis-

tence. This new

‘concept’ and en-

ergy is born in the

Three Weeks (the

first three weeks of

moses prayer on

sinai). during

these weeks moses was on

sinai, the people below experi-

enced only silence. but above

a birthing was taking place.

as the Three Weeks progress

the silence deepens. The peo-

ple feel that perhaps they will

not be forgiven. The siege over

Jerusalem intensifies from day

to day, until we reach Tisha

b’av at the end of the Three

Weeks, which is the saddest

day of all, when the Temples

are destroyed. Traditionally

the mourning intensifies as

these weeks pass and reach

closer to Tisha b’av.

in week one the first intellec-

tual faculty (chochma) is con-

cealed. Though the ‘teacher’ is

retreating into his mind to

generate the new ‘concept,’ he

still can maintain some form

of superficial communication

with the student. in week two

the concealment progresses

into the dimension of binah

(understand-

ing). finally, 

in week three 

all levels of 

intellect are

c o n c e a l e d ,  

including the

third faculty

of daat

(knowledge).

yet as the silence deepens, the

new ‘concept’ is developing

further and reaching new

heights. The greater the si-

lence, the greater the revela-

tion.

even during this silence, if we

look close enough we can de-

tect a glow on the face of the

teacher as he experiences the

new revelation.

This glow, this aura expresses

itself in the seven emotions of

the teacher – and they in turn

comfort us (the student) in

the seven Weeks of consola-

tion. in each of the seven Cont’d
Cont’d

during these weeks

moses was on sinai, 

the people below 

experienced only 

silence. but above 

a birthing was 

taking place.
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The Talmud offers the fol-
lowing explanation: “The
first exiles, whose sins were
known (for we read how
the prophets rebuked them
for idolatry, promiscuity
and bloodshed), the limit of
their exile was also known;
the latter exiles, whose sin
is not known, the limit of
their exile is also unknown.” 

but on that very same
page, the Talmud tells us
that the second Temple
was destroyed because of
“baseless hatred” between
Jews. Why, then, are we told
that their sin is unknown?

said the chassidic master,
rabbi Velvel of zbaricz:
such is the nature of “base-
less hatred.” each side sees
itself wholly in the right. it
is the other who is the sin-
ner, the other whose inflex-
ibility is the cause of the
dispute. so the strife and
animosity go on without
end, for one cannot rectify
a situation for which there
is no guilty party, and one
cannot repent of a sin
whose origin remains an
utter mystery...

f

a formula and 
sysTem To coPe 
WiTh challenges

This explanation provides us
with a brilliant formula to
cope with our challenges
today.

“Where is g-d in all of our

pain and hardships?” many

of us ask. Why is g-d silent?

Will we get through this, and

more importantly how will

we?

These and

so many

fundamen-

tal ques-

tions asked

today are

a n s w e r e d

by the

1945 year

old system

t h a t

teaches us

how to deal with loss, how 

to be comforted and how to 

rebuild a new world.

even as we experience great

loss, we also witness – and

are comforted by – noble

heroism and the majesty of

the human spirit – perhaps a

manifestation of the seven

‘glowing’ emotions.

even as we hear silence, we

must realize that a great new

weeks we are increasingly 

comforted as we progressively

connect to the ‘glowing’ seven

emotions of the teacher.

The seven Weeks of consola-

tion are meant to motivate

and prepare us for the work

we must do to receive the new

revelation birthed in the

Three Weeks. This work entails

teshuvah: in order to grow

and be receptive to a new 

perspective, we must suspend

our old per-

spectives and

free ourselves

from our old

patterns of be-

havior. This

teshuvah has

two steps – the

Two Weeks of

T e s h u v a h ,

which allows us

to finally re-

ceive the new revelation of the

second Tablets on yom Kip-

pur. after all this work we are

finally ready to celebrate our

reception of the new ‘concept.’

and celebrate we do on shem-

ini atzeret and simchat Torah.

This in brief is a synopsis 

of reb hillel’s fascinating 

discourse, which apparently is

based on the teachings of his

teacher, the Tzemach Tzedek.

Cont’d

Then we must be 

comforted by the 

knowledge and the trust

in g-d’s promise, that

the ‘destruction’ of 

a previous state 

allows for the birth 

of a new one. 
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T
he shabbat preceding the Tisha

b’av fast day is called the “shab-

bat of Vision,” for on this shabbat

we read a chapter from the Prophets 

entitled “The Vision of isaiah.”

but there is also a deeper significance to

the name “shabbat of Vision,” expressed

by chassidic master rabbi levi yitzchak

of berdichev with the following metaphor:

a father once prepared a beautiful suit of

clothes for his son. but the child 

revelation is being born. and we are privi-

leged to be part of it. We are blessed to

help precipitate a new era – when materi-

alism will be not an end in itself, but a

means to spirituality – to a world whose

entire occupation will be to know the di-

vine, to perceive in all of existence the sub-

lime energy within, the ‘hand inside the

glove;’ a “world filled with divine knowl-

edge as the waters cover the sea.”

but to do so, we must first be cognizant of

the tenuousness of the material world (as

an end to itself). We must grieve for our

losses, stand in awe of the silence and rec-

ognize the cracks that have opened up in

our existing infrastructures. Then we

must be comforted by the knowledge and

the trust in g-d’s promise, that the ‘de-

struction’ of a previous state allows for

the birth of a new one. That the cracks

around us reveal a deeper truth. and fi-

nally, we must acclimate ourselves to the

deeper truth. We must free ourselves –

through teshuvah – from our subjective

pasts and our hardened habits, and realign

our lives to a greater vision of new hori-

zons.

may we use these weeks well to align our

lives to the healthy cosmic rhythms of

time – the rhythms that reflect the inner

patterns of life and inner forces that make

existence tick.  

may we do our part to prepare ourselves

and the world to finally receive and expe-

rience the new revelation: the rebuilding

of the Third and eternal Temple, the final

and eternal redemption. after the long –

1942 year old – silence, it’s about time.

Cont’d

shabbos chazon

neglected his father’s gift and soon the

suit was in tatters. The father gave the

child a second suit of clothes; this one,

too, was ruined by the child’s carelessness.

so the father made a third suit. This time, 

however, he withholds it from his son.

every once in a while, in special and 

opportune times, he shows the suit to the

child, explaining that when the child

learns to appreciate and properly care for

the gift, it will be given to him. This 
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induces the child to improve his behavior,

until it gradually becomes second nature

to him—at which time he will be worthy

of his father’s gift.

on the “shabbat of Vision,” says rabbi

levi yitzchak, each and every one of us is

granted a vision of the

third and final Tem-

ple—a vision that, to

paraphrase the Tal-

mud, “though we do

not see ourselves, our

souls see.” This vision

evokes a profound re-

sponse in us, even if we

are not consciously

aware of the cause of

our sudden inspiration.

The diVine dWelling
The holy Temple in Jerusalem was the

seat of g-d’s manifest presence in the

physical world. Twice we were given the

gift of a divine dwelling in our midst.

Twice we failed to measure up to this gift

and banished the divine presence from

our lives.

so g-d built us a third temple. unlike its

two predecessors, which were of human

construction and therefore subject to de-

basement by man’s misdeeds, the Third

Temple is as eternal and invincible as its

omnipotent architect. but g-d has with-

held this “third suit of clothes” from us,

confining its reality to a higher, heavenly

sphere, beyond the sight and experience

of earthly man.

each year, on the “shabbat of Vision,” 

g-d shows us the

Third Temple. our

souls behold a 

vision of a world

at peace with itself

and its creator, a

world suffused

with the knowl-

edge and aware-

ness of g-d, a

world that has 

realized its divine

potential for

goodness and 

perfection. it is a vision of the Third Tem-

ple in heaven — in is spiritual and elusive

state—like the third set of clothes that

the child’sfather has made for him but is

withholding from him. but it is also a 

vision with a promise—a vision of a heav-

enly temple poised to descend to earth, a

vision that inspires us to correct our 

behavior and hasten the day when the

spiritual vision becomes factual reality.

Through these repeated visions, living in

the divine presence becomes more and

more “second nature” to us, progressively

elevating us to the state of worthiness to

experience the divine in our daily lives.
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I
n spiritual/psychological terms Tisha

b’av damaged malchus – our inner

dignity. as discussed earlier, we are

not simply grieving over past events, but

over all forms of destruction in our lives

– every form of grief and loss evolves

from the rupturing of the bond between

spirit and matter that occurred when the

divine presence in the

Temple no longer found a

“home” in our material

universe and was com-

pelled to go into “hiding.”

each of us has an indis-

pensable soul within,

which is the ultimate root

of all confidence and sense of purpose.

our convictions, hopes and greatest

dreams flow form our inner “malchus’ – a

profound sense of dignity and majesty

that stems from the divine image in

which we were all created. it is the feeling

that “you matter” and you have the

power to achieve anything you set your

mind to.

in contrast, what is the root of all de-

struction? The annihilation of malchus –

Cont’d

when this dignity is violated. once that

part of you – your purest element, the

one that feeds your sense of self-value –

is compromised, it’s just a matter of time

that your life begins to spiral downward

out of control, in one form or another.

for some it takes on the shape of raw dys-

functionality. others are creative enough

to find ways to remain functional (“func-

tional addicts”) to some

extent, and learn how to

“cover their tracks” as

they maneuver their

way day to day. Varia-

tions are as numerous

as people themselves.

seeing someone use

their creative juices –

not to mention the energy, time and

money wasted – for such machinations is,

of course, one of the saddest things to ob-

serve. often arrogance is one of the mech-

anisms used (usually unintentionally) to

cover up low self-esteem (a weak sense of

malchus).

The question, however, begs: What could

bring someone to compromise their own

sense of self-worth? Who in their right

mind would allow their inner dignity to be

The Kaballah and 
Psychology of Tisha b’aV
The abuse and restoration of dignity

The greatness of the 

ascent is in direct 

proportion to the 

depths of the descent

that precedes it.
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violated? human nature is such that we

would do anything to not allow ourselves

to be humiliated, let alone to allow our

entire dignity to be undermined.

The answer is obvious from the question:

at the outset no one ever damages their

own malchus/dignity. any such damage is

always initiated by someone outside our-

selves: a parent, an educator, an adult –

anyone that we may have

trusted can hurt us, espe-

cially in our most vulnera-

ble and impressionable

childhood years.

The arizal explains why

the fifteenth of av is the

greatest of holidays

(“there were no greater holidays for is-

rael than the 15th of av and yom Kip-

pur”), because its full moon follows and

repairs the “destruction” of the “moon”

(malchus) on Tisha b’av, when the Tem-

ple was destroyed. The greatness of the

ascent is in direct proportion to the

depths of the descent that precedes it.

The lesson of these days teaches us the

terrible consequences of malchus/dignity

violated. but awareness of the problem is

half its cure: it also instructs us how to

repair the rupture: Just as dignity

(malchus) on earth was destroyed on

Tisha b’av, we have the power of the full

moon on the fifteenth of menachem av

to restore dignity, and with even greater

intensity than the original.

for the sake of our children and their fu-

ture we need to address these issues head-

on, and come up with both preemptive

actions as well as appropriate methods to

rebuild dignity once it was compromised. 

Parents and educators must know that we

carry great responsibility and power –

with life and death consequences – in cul-

tivating and nurturing the dignity and

souls of our children.

and this begins not

when the child is twenty,

ten, or even two years

old. it begins at the 

moment of birth, and

even at the moment of

conception.

We live in a profoundly insecure world;

malchus/ dignity is the most lacking 

dimension. even if we may have plenty of

wisdom, understanding, knowledge, love,

discipline, compassion, endurance, humil-

ity and bonding (the first nine sefirot) –

they are only nine, as in the ninth of av;

without the tenth – and most important –

dimension, we are missing the foundation

of all life: inner security, self-worth and

dignity that makes all the other nine

worth their weight and imbues us with

the confidence to use our nine faculties

with conviction and sense of urgency and

destiny.

Jerusalem is a place 

of power – potency 

that everyone wants 

to feed off. 

f
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The siege of Jerusalem two millennia ago

– which we honor during the Three Weeks

– is relevant today as much as then.

Throughout history – as well as in our

times – Jerusalem remains the crown

jewel that every nation aspires to. The

crusaders. The moslems. everyone seems

to want a piece of this mystical city. 

Why is Jerusalem under siege and always

been under siege? because Jerusalem (and

even more: the Temple mount) is a place

of power – potency that everyone wants

to feed off. Jerusalem in hebrew

(yerusholayim) combines two words: yira

(awe), sholom (peace). awesome 

harmony. Jerusalem is the place where

abraham offered isaac at the altar and

where Jacob fell asleep and has his ladder

dream. Jerusalem is the place from where

adam and eve were created. That is why

all humans – children and carriers of the

genes of adam and eve – gravitate back to

that holiest of places. Jerusalem is the

center of the universe, and everyone feels

it consciously or unconsciously.

The Promised land is not merely a nice

place to live, a retirement village or a cool

vacation spot. it is the spiritual heartbeat

of the universe; the portal between

heaven and earth. israel is therefore

called the holy land because it is the

physical manifestation of the fusion 

between the spiritual and the material –

between the human and the divine. 

holiness means something that simply

has less egocentric layers that block out

the inner divine energy.

The centrality of israel is actually a 

psycho/spiritual centrality; the purpose

of the holy land is to serve as the bridge

to holiness that will ultimately transform

the rest of the world. The holy land 

represents a state of sanctity within each

of our souls, and their ability to integrate

with our physical lives. its role as Prom-

ised land – the land promised to 

abraham, isaac and Jacob, the land that

consumes the journey of the Jewish 

people throughout the wilderness – is the

destination to which we all aspire.

no wonder nations and religions through-

out history have all longed to conquer

this small piece of geography. everyone

gravitates to this land. unconsciously,

every nation, religion and individual

senses that the holy land is the spiritual

vortex of existence, the place where the

doors open up to reach the divine.

We pray toward the east, toward

Jerusalem and the Temple mount. We

stand in new york, los angeles, Paris,
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Jerusalem under siege
Then and now

Cont’d
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moscow, london, bangok, sydney – wher-

ever we are on the globe (and even on the

moon) – we always face Jerusalem. 5000

years ago, 1942 years ago and today.

av consists of two letters: alef and 

bet – an acronym for the two nations that

destroyed the two temples: adom (the

roman empire) and babylon (shaloh).

our troubles in the middle east did not

begin today. They are an extension of 

unresolved forces unleashed millennia

ago – events that set in motion a series of

conflicts that plague us to this very day.

edom (rome) is the Western, christian

world – descendants of esau. babylon is

the eastern, arab, muslim world – descen-

dants of ishmael. all global confronta-

tions are a result of the strange

bedfellows created back in the home of

abraham.

as sad as this period may be – we are now

in the nine most distressing days of the

year, mourning over the destruction of

Jerusalem and the holy Temples – these

days also carry within its folds the secret

to the greatest success story in history:

The mysterious eternity of the Jewish

people. despite all odds – millennia of 

relentless persecutions, genocides, expul-

sions, which have elicited many dire 

predictions of the ultimate demise of the

Jew – we are still here!

Where does Jerusalem stand today? does

she sit alone?

Where do we stand today? do we appreci-

ate the gifts we are blessed with? 

This is the time of year that we shed a

tear. not a tear of weakness and despon-

dence. a tear of strength – sensitive to the

losses and pains of the world in which we

live. a tear of hope – that opens up doors.

Tisha b’av is the most sensitive, the most

vulnerable, day of the year, exposing the

most vulnerable parts of our lives.

a day like this must be honored and serve

as a source of motivation. it is a day that

should serve as a wake up call to appreci-

ate the divine blessings in our lives.

That we must act on the awakenings and

inspirations in our lives.

Through our efforts in tapping 

and revealing the power of “The Three weeks” 

we will speedily merit the time when 

“these days will be transformed into joy 
and gladness and holidays”.

– The rebbe


